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This paper looks at spatio-geometric modeling of elastically coupled rigid bodies.
Desirable properties of compliance families are defined (sufficient diversity, parsimony, frame-indifference, and port-indifference). A novel compliance family witii
the desired properties is defined using geometric potential energy functions. The
configuration-dependent wrenches corresponding to these potential functions are
derived in a form suitable for automatic computation.

Introduction

Modeling, analysis and simulation of flexible, spatial multibody systems is a challenging problem of considerable practical
importance. There is significant literature looking at the geometry of compliance. Dimentberg (1965) looks at the geometry
of a single rigid body supported by a system of ideal linear
springs. Loncaric (1987, 1988) showed that stiffness and compliance matrices could be parameterized in an intuitive geometrical way. Griffis and Duffy (1991) looked at the geometry of
compliance using screw theory. Patterson and Lipkin (1993b,
1993a) went on to classify compliance in terms of screw
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Zefran and Kumar (1997) and
Howard et al. (1995) have also looked at the geometry of
compliance, explaining for example differences in the structure
of the stiffness matrix when defined using different implicitly
defined affine connections. Huang and Schimmels (1997) look
at the realizability of spatial stiffnesses using parallel connections of "simple springs."

2 Problem Statement
Shown in Fig. 1 is a pair of rigid bodies connected by an
elastic body. The elastic body need not be an axisymmetric
beam. Panel (A) depicts the undeformed system in static equilibrium. Panel (b) depicts the deformed system. The configuration
of a rigid body can be represented by a frame,-which in turn
can be identified with a homogeneous matrix
H

R p
0' 1

(1)

where R = [e, e^ 63] is an orthonormal matrix and p is a linear
displacement vector.
Six such frames are shown in Fig. 1. Frames " A , " " a , " and
" a " ' are attached to one of the rigid bodies, so that they do
not move with respect to each other. Frames " B , " " b " and
" b " ' are attached to the other rigid body. Frames A and B are
distinguished frames on the rigid bodies, located at any point
of interest. Frames a and b are located at the to-be-defined
centers of stiffness of the two bodies. It shall be shown that
given certain assumptions these centers must coincide in equiContributed by the Dynamic Systems and Control Division for publication in
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librium, as depicted in Panel ( a ) . Frames a and b are used in
a later section.
Assume that the elastic body is always in internal equilibrium,
so that its potential energy is a function of the configurations
of the two rigid bodies. The goal of this research is to identify
parameterized families of potential energy functions that satisfy
the following criteria: (1) The families should be sufficiently
diverse. Given any local stiffness behavior there must exist
parameters that exactly model this local behavior. (2) The families should he parsimonious. There should not be more parameters than are necessary to model arbitrary local behavior. (3)
The potential energy functions should be frame-indifferent
(Marsden and Hughes 1983). If both rigid bodies undergo the
same rigid body transformation then the potential energy should
be unchanged. Frame-indifference implies that the wrenches
acting on the bodies are equal and opposite. (4) The potential
energy function should he port-indifferent. The potential energy,
U^(H.,,, //(,), is a function of a number of parameters, TT, and
the configuration of the two bodies, H^ and H^,. Given any
parameters TT, then there must exist parameters TT' such that
U^{H,i, Hb) = U^'(Hb, //a). If a potential function is portindifferent, then it doesn't matter which body is named A and
which is named B. Depending on the name choice the parameters chosen will be either TT or TT', but the underlying potential
energy function will be the same.

3 Notation
Given a Euclidean vector w, let w = (w)~ denote the cross
product matrix, the matrix such that wu = w X D for any vector
V. Let sy(A) denote the symmetric part of matrix A and as (A)
denote the antisymmetric part (skew-symmetric part). Let tr(A)
denote the trace of matrix A.
The position of the origin of frame a with respect to frame
P in the coordinates of frame y is denoted pi'". In general, if
only one superscript is given then frames /3 and y are the same.
A 0 or omitted superscript implies that both P and y are the
distinguished inertial frame. Finite and infinitesimal displacements are denoted similarly. Velocities are denoted u j ' ' .
Matrix Rl'^ is the orientation of frame a with respect to
frame P in the coordinates of y. We only use the case that P
= 7, in which case the columns of matrix RZ = [e7„ eJa eL]
are the three base vectors of frame a in the coordinates of y.
We shall never use "t" to identify a frame, thus to save space
/?„ is equivalent to (Ra)', the transpose of R^ = Rl.
Configurations and rigid-body displacements are represented
by homogeneous matrices. Matrix / / J ^ is the configuration of
frame a with respect to frame P in the coordinates of y.
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(a)

Fig. 1 Two rigid bodies mutually supported by an elastic beam with
constant cross section, shown in (a) undeformed, relaxed configuration
and (b) deformed, strained configuration

Finite angular displacements can be represented nonuniquely
as a three-tuple Adl''^, which is the angular displacement of
frame a with respect to frame /? in the coordinates of frame y.
Infinitesimal displacements are denoted 661''^. Angular velocities are denoted UJI'''.
The term twist refers in general to an arbitrary rigid body
motion involving potentially both translation and rotation. Finite
twist displacements are denoted A H ' " = [Ap^'"; A91'''],
where the space-saving notation [jc,; X2] = lx[, x'^Y is used.
Infinitesimal twist displacements are denoted 6Tl''^. The correspending matrix displacement [6TZ''' is

K, Kc

STi

(4)

where K is a symmetric stiffness matrix.' Matrices K, and Kg
are necessarily symmetric. Loncaric shows that if tr (K,) is not
an eigenvalue of K,, then Kc is symmetric at a unique point
attached to body 'B' known as the center of stiffness. Assuming
that the eigenvalues are non-negative, tr (K,) is an eigenvalue
of K, if and only if at least two of the eigenvalues (principal
stiffnesses) are zero.
Assume that the origin of frame 'b' is this point. Let w^he the
wrench exerted by rigid body A on the elastic body. Let 6T'i be
the infinitesimal displacement of frame 'a' from frame 'b'. If the
potential energy is frame-indifferent then the wrenches exerted
by bodies A and B are equal and opposite, Wa = -wt. Because
frames 'a' and 'b' were assumed to coincide in equilibrium we
-Wb. It follows that vfa
have to first order that w„
--K6TI = K6T\. This shows that the origin of frame 'a' is the
unique center of stiffness attached to body A.

Proposition 1. Given two rigid bodies mutually supported
by an elastic body with a frame-indifferent potential energy
function and corresponding translational stiffness K, such that
tr {K,) is not an eigenvalue of K,; then for each body there
exists a unique center of stiffness at which K^ is symmetric.
Furthermore, the centers of stiffness of the two bodies must
coincide in equilibrium.
Although the proof is mathematically trivial given prior results, this was not immediately obvious. Loncaric (1987, 1988)
considers elastic multibody systems and defines '' A^-centers of
stiffness," where "N" is the number of rigid bodies. He does
'del-" Spy/
[STJf]
(2) not compute the relative location of the centers of stiffness. The
0
0'
term center of stiffness is usually used in the singular. In fact
there is a pair of centers of stiffness. They are naturally identiTo first order, / -I- 6Tl''^ is a homogeneous matrix, where I is fied because they must coincide in equilibrium.
the 4 X 4 identity matrix. Twist velocities are denoted TZ''^.
Matrices K,, K^ and K^, are determined by their respective
Forces are denoted/'*''', which is a force applied at the origin sets of orthonormal principal axes and principal stiffnesses.
of frame p in the coordinates of frame y. Moments (torques) They determine the stiffness in equilibrium, thus their principal
are denoted T ^ ' ' , which is a moment applied at the origin of axes are expressed equivalentiy in either coordinates of frame
frame (3 in the coordinates of frame 7. Wrenches are denoted 'a' or 'b'. To emphasize this an unusual ab superscript is used.
w'^''' = [f^''^; T^'']. Subscripts will be used to identify particular Matrix K, = RfTiiRfy
is the translational stiffness matrix.
wrenches. For example, w-a = w1 will denote the wrench exerted Columns of orthonormal matrix Rf = [ef, ef, e'f,] are the
by body B on the elastic element with respect to the distin- principal axes of translational stiffness. Matrix T, = diag (71,,
guished inertial frame.
T2(> 73i) is a matrix of principal translational stiffness. A disGiven a homogeneous matrix Hi, the associated adjoint ma- placement along any one of the principal axes results in a transtrix is
lational force along the same axis.
Matrix Kg = RfToiRfY
is the rotational stiffness matrix.
(3) Columns of orthonormal matrix Rf = [ef„ e't„ e*,] are the
Ad„f =
0
principal axes of rotational stiffness. Matrix F,, = diag (710,
72o, 73o) is a matrix of principal rotational stiffnesses. A rotation
The adjoint matrix relates twists and wrenches in different base about any one of the principal axes results in a torque about
the same axis.
frames.
Matrix Kc = RfTciRfy
is the coupling stiffness matrix.
Columns
of
orthonormal
matrix
Rf = [e* ef^ e'f„] are the
4 Lumped Parameter Modeling of Spatial Compliprincipal coupling axes of stiffness. Matrix T^ = diag (71,., 72^,
ance
73c) is a matrix of principal coupling stiffnesses. A displacement
4.1 Canonical Stiffness Parameters. We use the stiff- along any one of the principal axes results in a torque about
ness parameterization of Loncaric (1987), which concerns the the same axis. A displacement about any one of the principal
compliant behavior near equilibrium. As shown in Fig. 1, axes results in a translational force along the same axis.
attached to body A is a frame A at some point of interest.
4.2 Elastic Beam Example. A simple example of considAttached to body B is a frame B at some point of interest.
Temporarily, assume that 'b' is any frame attached to body B. erable practical relevance is a pair of rigid bodies mutually
Assume that 'a' is the frame attached to body A that coincides supported by an elastic beam of length L with constant cross
with frame b in equilibrium. Let 6TI be an infinitesimal dis- section, as depicted in Fig. 1. Let A be the cross-sectional area
placement of frame 'b' from the equilibrium frame 'a'. Let of the beam. The beam material is assumed to be an ideal
wS be the wrench exerted by rigid body B on the elastic body,
so that positive work is done on the elastic body when corre' The stiffness matrix can be asymmetfic away from equilibrium when it is
sponding elements of 6TI and wl are positive. For infinitesimal defined
in terms of twist-displacements and wrenches as here, and not in terms
displacements we have approximately
of generalized displacements and generalized forces (Zefran and Kumar, 1997).
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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homogeneous, Hookean material with Young's modulus E and
shear modulus G. In equilibrium the centers of stiffness coincide at the centroid of the beam, which necessarily intersects
the neutral axes of the beam. Choose the ei axis of both frames
a and b to lie along the beam axis, as depicted. Choose the 62
and 63 axes to be aligned with a pair of orthogonal principal
bending axes. If the cross section is not rotationally symmetric
then these axes are unique. A bending moment about ej results
in no strain along axis e^, so that 63 is the corresponding neutral
axis. Similarly, 62 is the neutral axis corresponding to a bending
moment about e^.
Let X|, X2 and Xj be rectilinear coordinates associated with
axes ei, ^2 and e^. The two principal, rectangular moments of
inertia are I2 and I^:

h =

xldA and /j =

x\

(5)

where / denotes integration over the cross-section of the beam.
Moment of inertia I2 determines the bending behavior given
moments about axis ea; moment of inertia h determines the
bending behavior given moments about axis e^. The polar moment of inertia determines the torsional behavior of the beam
given moments about axis e^. The polar moment of inertia is
simply the sum of the rectangular moments of inertia, I,, = h
+ h.
The translational and rotational stiffness matrices are then
^
L

0

L
K„ =

0

Proposition 2. Port-indifferent, parsimonious compliance
families are port symmetric, i.e., given any stiffness matrix K,
for arbitrary Hj and H2 it follows that (1) w^(K, //,, H2) =
WbiK, H2, H,), (2) wl(K, H,, H2) =
wUK,H2,H,),and(3)
wl(K,H,,H2)
=
wl(K,H2,H,).

(6)

5W = UK(H,

nEh

0
GIp

0

4.4 Properties of Compliance Families. In this section
we show that frame-indifferent, port-indifferent, parsimonious
compliance families must exert moments on both bodies given
finite displacements, excepting the case of isotropic translational
stiffness. This moment may be a high order, nonlinear function
of displacement, so that it does not affect the coupling stiffness
in equilibrium. A compliance family defined by a parameterized
set of potential energy functions is parsimonious if there is a
bijection between its set of parameters and the set of canonical,
local stiffness parameters {(K,, K^, K„)} .In this case we identify the parameters n with the stiffness matrix K. The wrenches
exerted by the two rigid bodies on the elastic element depend
on the parameters and the configurations of the two bodies. Let
Wa(7r, //a. Hb) be the wrench exerted by body 'A' on the elastic
element. Let Wt,(ir, H^, H^) be the wrench exerted by body 'B'
on the elastic element. Port-indifferent, parsimonious compliance families have the following property:

Proof. First assume that //„ = H, and Hb = H2. Let fiT), =
5T be an infinitesimal, virtual displacement of body 'A' for
some arbitrary infinitesimal twist 6T = [6p; S6]. The virtual
work associated with this displacement is

0

12£/3

K,=

be determined from (8) by requiring that the coupling stiffness
matrix be symmetric. Matrix Rl' can always be chosen arbitrarily.

0

Eh
L

-

UK{HUH2)

= (wAK, Hu H2)y5T

(9)

Next assume that H„ = H2 and H^ = Hi. Let 6Tb = 6T be an
infinitesimal, virtual displacement of body B for the same 6T.
From port-indifference it follows that there exists some K' such
that the virtual works are equal

0
0

+ [6T]HuH2)

(7)

sw = sw
= U^.{H2, Hi + [6T]Hi) - U^'(H2, H^)

0

0

Eh

= (Wb(K',H2,Hi)y6T

T

The coupling stiffness matrix Kc is zero. Note that moment of
inertia h determines the translational stiffness along the ct axis;
h determines the translational stiffness along the e^ axis.
Consider, for example, the special case of a circular beam
with diameter D. Then A = 7rDV4, h = h = TTDVGA, and h
= 7rZ)''/32.
4.3 Transformation of Stiffness in Equilibrium. This
section shows how the stiffness at the centers of stiffness can
be computed given the stiffness at other points. Let frames 'a'
and ' a ' ' be frames attached to body A. Let frames 'b' and ' b ' '
be frames attached to body B. Frame 'a' coincides with frame
'b' in equilibrium. Frame ' a ' ' coincides with frame ' b ' ' in
equilibrium. Such a system in equilibrium is shown in Fig. 1.
Let Wb' be the wrench exerted by body B on the compliant
element. Suppose that we know the stiffness K' at ' a " , so that
wg'. = K'STt. It is well known that 6Tt = Ad„«'SrS, where
Ad^;' is computed according to (3). Given wrench wj', equivalent wrench wl' is given by vy^ = KA'H^WW- We can then
conclude that w^ = Ad'^'^ K'MH^STI.
This proves that
K = Ad'H-^'K'AdH'' = Ad'HlK'Ad,^^'

(8)

It may be that the location of the centers of stiffness, and
thus HI , is known from material symmetries. If not, p" can
498 / Vol. 120, DECEMBER 1998
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From parsimony it follows that K' = K. Because 6T was arbitrary we conclude that given any K,w^{K, Hi, H2) = Wb(K,
H2,H,).
Using body relative displacements 6TI = ST and STb = ST
we can conclude from a similar argument that wl{K, Hi, H2)
=
wl{K,H2,Hi).
To prove the third relation note that w\ = Adi/jw", where
m = H^'Hb. Thus
w':,(K, H,, Hb)
R'bR,
0
-R'biPb — Pa)Ra R'bRa

wl{K,H,,Hb)

(11)

wl{K,H„Hb)

(12)

Similarly,
1{K, H,, Hb)
R'uRb

_ - ^ U A - Pb)Rb

0
^a^b

Substituting H^ = Hi and Hb = H2 into (11), substituting H.,^
= H2 and Hb = Hi into (12) and using the fact that wl(K, Hi,
H2) = wl{K, H2, Hi) we conclude that w^,(K, Hi, //j) =
wl{K,H2,Hi).
D
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It is well known in mechanics that frame-indifference implies
This function can be thought of as an index of misalignment
that w„ and Wh are equal and opposite. It can easily be proven of /?„ and Rb. To see this look at UK^ for the case that Rf = /,
that
so that Go = A„. In this case
Proposition 3. Given a frame-indifferent compliance family
with parameters TT, then w^iir, //„, Hb) = -Wb(7r, H.^, Hb).
An elastic element exerts zero moment with respect to the
centers of stiffness of the rigid body pair if and only if the
elastic force axis intersects the two centers of stiffness, independently of the rigid body displacement of the two bodies. If this
is so then the translational stiffness matrix must be isotropic.
Proposition 4. Given a frame-indifferent, port-indifferent,
parsimonious compliance family with stiffness matrix K, then
the moments T\{K, H^, H^) and TI{K, //„, //(,) can be identically zero only if K, is isotropic.
Proof. Assume that Ta(A", //„,//,,) is identically zero. From
Proposition 2 it follows that T%{K, //„, H\,) is also identically
zero. In general we have that
wl = M'H^WI

(13)

= -Ad'„>-wl

where the latter equality holds because of frame-indifference.
Therefore
R'A

0

0

-R'Ap,-MRb

R'.R^

fl
0

(14)

This can only happen if (pa " Pb)~fa is identically zero, i.e. if
faiK, H^, Hb) is always in the direction of p^ - Pt- If this is
true then K, must be isotropic, i.e., K, = k,I for some scalar k,.

D
5

Geometric Potential Function Metliod

5.1 Definition of Potential Energy Functions. In this
method constitutive equations are derived via geometric potential energy functions. Other methods are presented in a companion paper. We decompose the potential energy function of the
compliant element into translational, rotational and coupling
terms. Canonical stiffness parameters were defined in Section
4.1. For analytical purposes it is useful to define some associated
parameters. For each a € {f, o, c} let A„ = 5 tr ( r „ ) / - r „ .
Diagonal matrix A„ is the principal co-stiffness matrix associated with principal stiffness matrix F^. There is a bijection
between stiffnesses and co-stiffnesses, with r „ = tr (A„)/ A„. Let matrix G„ = RfA^iRf)'
be the co-stiffness matrix
associated with stiffness matrix K„. The co-stiffness matrices
turn out to be useful in formulating rotational and coupling
energy functions.
A candidate for the translational potential energy is
UK, = i(p'iyK,pl

+

(ptG,pt)

(15)

U. = - t r (G^Rl) = - t r

(G,Rl)

(16)

where again there is a unique co-stiffness matrix G„ for every
stiffness matrix K„.

Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control

(17)

Each -X,„eJae,b term is minimized when vectors e,., and e,,, are
aligned (eSae,b = 1). and is maximized when they are antialigned (e'j,,en, = — 1). Note that this energy is proportional to
the co-stiffness X.,„, not the stiffness 7,„.
The coupling potential energy is defined to be
U^^ = tr (G.Rtp'i)

= tr

(G.Ript)

(18)

The coupling potential energy of (18) is the least transparent
of the functions but has a geometrical interpretation. Consider
UK^ for the case that R'f = I, so that G^ = A^. In this case
U^^ = tr (A^i^LpS'^iJa) = I

Kekpi'e,.

(19)

Each X.,<:e'bPb"V,a = Keib-(Pb' X e„) = Kpb" • (e,„ X e,,,) term
is proportional to the Euclidean, scalar triple-product of vectors
Pb", e,„ and e,h. Again the energy is proportional to the costiffness Xjc, not the stiffness 7,^.
The total potential energy is the sum of the translational,
rotational and coupling potential energies, UK = UK, + U^^ +
t/jr. We propose this candidate as a model of local compliance
because (1) any stiffness K can be achieved, (2) function Ug
is frame indifferent, (3) function UK is port indifferent, (4) the
parameter set is parsimonious.
5.2 Dependency of Wrenches on Body Configurations.
The wrenches acting on each body are determined by the differential of the energy function. First we compute the wrench
exerted by body B on the elastic body. Let STb' be an infinitesimal, virtual displacement of body B from a particular, real
configuration, Hb to an arbitrary, virtual configuration, Hh. For
each a E {t, o, c] the infinitesimal, virtual work given 57^ is
6W„ = f/K„(//a, Hb + HbiSn.])

- t/^„(//a, fib)

(20)

Much computation yields
W , = - J tr (as(G,/?,';)'5/7^) + ^ tr ((«^as(G,/JS)«i;)',5p!;.)
+ i tr (as(G,pSp!;)'«§!;.)

(21)

6W„ = tr {as(G,RiySel.)

(22)

6W, = tr (as(G,i?i',)'6p^) + tr (as(G,pSi?g)'<5^^)

(23)

It is true for each a that
+ { tr ((f g<„,)W!;.)

(24)

Because ST^' was arbitrary we conclude that
fb
J Hi)

Effectively there are two conventional, translational springs,
each with stiffness 5 K,. The principal axes of one spring are
attached to body A. The principal axes of the other spring are
attached to body B. The springs act in parallel so that the total
stiffness is K,.
The rotational (orientational) potential energy is defined to
be

= - I )v,„eLe,b
i=[

SW, = \ tr {{fl^.,y6pl•)

liplYK.pl

= - i tr (/J£G,pl) - i tr

t/K„ = - t r (A^R'A)

-as {G,pl) + Rl as {G,pl)Rl
fS<o = as {G.plpD

(25)

/b(f,) — 0

fl;,,,) = 2 as {G,Rl)

(26)

/S(,) = 2 as {G,Rl)
fb(,) = 2 as {G.plR'b)

(27)

Similar expressions hold for each /a(a) and f°(„), exchanging
indices 'a' and 'b'. The total wrench with respect to the distinguished base frame is then
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Wb = Ad'„-'iwlin

+ ^Mo) + Whic))

(28)

deformations of elastic materials. Howell and Midha (1994)
look at large deflections of planar, compliant mechanisms.

Evaluation and simplification yields
/ , = ^(R,K,Rip<i-''r + ^(R^K.R-^P^b'T + 2 as (R^G^R',)
fb = ^(pAK,R'bpi-"r

+ \(Pi,R.K.R[p?,-'r

+ 2 as

(R,G,Ri)

+ 2 as ip,RbG,R[) - 2 as ip,R,G,Ri)

(29)

where pS" = pb - Pa- Wrench w^ is computable given H^, Hb
and all stiffness matrices. Computation requires only multiplication and addition. Wrench Wa is equal and opposite, i.e., w^ =
-Wb-

5.3 Wrenches Resulting From Small Displacements.
For small, real relative displacements of the bodies from equilibrium the configuration-wrench map can be approximated by a
linear relation. Assume that
H'

Hb'H, « / + [dTl^

(30)

where 8T\ is a small, finite, real twist displacement. The linear
approximation is computed by substituting Eq. (30) into Eq.'s
(25), (26) and (27), and discarding high-order terms:

/a(o = -/b(„ «^ 2 as {G,6pl)
~a(0 ~

~b(/) ~

/a(o) = ~fb{a)

= 0

r;;(„) = -fS(„, « 2 a s
f^c) = -flc,

(31)

"

^ 2 as

{GM)

(32)

{GM)

fafr)= - f b f r ) « 2 a s {G,6pl)

(33)

In general it is true that C = Aw + vPA' if and only if i; =
(tr (A)/ - A')w. It follows that

'fV « K '8pV = K, Kc -6pV
_K, K„_ _6ei_
691

(34)

This shows that matrices K,, K„, and Kc determine the stiffness
of the system at H^ = Hb as claimed. It is also true in equilibrium
that wl « KSn, wl « KSTl, and wt « KSTl
It is not claimed that the results are valid for large displacements. There is much solid mechanics literature regarding large
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Summary
The goal of this research was to define compliance families
that (1) were parameterized in an intuitive, geometrical way,
(2) had desirable geometric and other properties, and (3) had
constitutive equations that could be computed automatically for
numerical simulation. The parameterization used was derived
from that of Loncaric. Parameters were calculated for an elastic
beam. The "desirable geometric and other properties" were
sufficient diversity, parsimony, frame-indifference and port-indifference. A novel compliance family that has the desirable
properties was presented. The proposed method is demonstrated
and compared with alternatives in the companion paper.
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